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Association of State Wetland Managers  

and Bureau of Land Management  

 

Beaver-Related Restoration  

National Dialogue Summary Report 

 

Introduction 

The Association of State Wetland Managers (ASWM) and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 

collaborated to gather information from beaver restoration professionals on experiences, questions, 

and needs encountered while undertaking beaver restoration projects. A national dialogue on beaver-

related restoration was initiated via GoogleForms to facilitate peer to peer sharing around beaver 

restoration approaches. Information was gathered for use by ASWM and BLM to identify successful 

strategies, areas of common need, and beneficial resources to support future planning and restoration 

activities.  

Information Gathering 

Beaver restoration professionals were asked to participate in the national dialogue by providing input to 

an ASWM/BLM GoogleForm designed to collect information around relevant beaver-related restoration 

themes.  Participation was entirely voluntary. Participants were asked to share their experiences with 

beaver restoration-related barriers and opportunities as well as their ideas, questions, and suggestions 

for ways to improve beaver restoration processes and outcomes in the restoration community.  

ASWM and BLM jointly compiled a list of 125 professionals identified as working on beaver-related 

restoration activities and invited them to participate.  The national dialogue process was able to collect 

information from 34 of these professionals.  Participants were able to identify multiple roles in this 

restoration work, meaning that some identified two or more roles - 74% report that they work as project 

managers for beaver-related restoration work, 50% are providers of technical guidance for these 

projects, 12% are funders of these projects, 8% conduct 

research on this work, 6% are landowners where this work is 

taking place and 6% are permit reviewers for applications to 

conduct beaver-related restoration projects.  

Participants provided information from their work from 15 

states, Washington DC and one tribe (Figure 1).  States 

included: Alaska, California, Colorado, Idaho, Massachusetts, 

Minnesota, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Pennsylvania, 

South Dakota, Utah, Washington State, Wisconsin and 

West Virginia, with the largest number of participants 

from Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana.  The 

Kickapoo Tribe also provided input. 

Figure 1: States where National Dialogue                                     
Participants are Working 
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Use of Beaver-Related Restoration Techniques 

Reintroduction of beavers and the use of beaver mimicry are techniques increasingly being employed to 

accomplish stream, wetland, and floodplain restoration. By constructing dams that impound water and 

retain sediment, beaver (or beaver biomimicry projects) substantially alter the physical, chemical, and 

biological characteristics of the surrounding river ecosystem.  These restored systems create new, more 

complex habitat in degraded systems and provide greater benefits to plants, fish, and wildlife.  

Types of Beaver-related Restoration: 

1. Beaver Dam Analogs:  Beaver Dam Analogues (BDAs) are hand-built bioengineering structures 

designed to mimic the function of natural beaver dams1. BDAs are perhaps the fastest-growing 

stream restoration technique in the U.S. West.  

 

2. Restoration to Attract Beaver – If an area has habitat undesirable to nearby beaver populations, 

work is conducted to restore the habitat such that it attracts regional beaver naturally to the 

target area. 

 

3. Beaver Reintroduction – Once suitable habitats that are lacking beavers are found, beavers are 

relocated to these new areas and allowed to build dams and alter the area’s hydrology. 

 

4. Some related mitigation techniques include pond levelers, culvert guards and tree protection. 

 
1 Source: NRCS 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/06/beaver-dams-without-beavers-artificial-logjams-are-popular-controversial-restoration
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/06/beaver-dams-without-beavers-artificial-logjams-are-popular-controversial-restoration
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/etalweb.joewheaton.org/Workshops/CheapCheerful/2018/NRCS/NRCS+Guidelines/643_BDA+spec+template_3-17-17_EXAMPLE.pdf
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Why Undertake Beaver-related Restoration Work? 

A growing body of research and practice is demonstrating that when properly cited and resourced, 

beaver-related restoration activities can produce many benefits.  Benefits of this restoration approach 

identified by National Dialogue participants include: 

• higher water tables,  

• reconnected and expanded floodplains, with significantly reduced flooding, 

• more buffered gradient,  

• slowed stream speed (serve as “speed bumps” on the delivery of water) 

• more structural stability in the headwater stream geomorphology, 

• more hyporheic exchange, 

• recharge water tables,  

• higher summer base flows,  

• expanded wetlands, 

• reduced erosion,  

• reduced suspended sediments in the water column,  

• improving nutrient cycling,  

• removing and storing contaminates,  

• improved water quality,  

• greater habitat complexity,  

• stabilize stream temperatures (streams are warmer in winter and cooler in summer), 

• Greater stability of the thermocline, which increases the productivity of the habitat,  

• more biodiversity and richness in the populations of plants, birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles, and 

mammals, and 

• overall increased complexity of the riverine ecosystems.  
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Participants also stated that there is a significant need for additional scientific literature and case studies 

to share the benefits of these restoration approaches.  Some useful resources identified by participants 

that document these various benefits include: 

• Ecosystem Services Provided by Beavers Castor spp.  

• Beaver power provides year-long water to Idaho ranch  

• Beaver dams attenuate flow: A multi‐site study  

• Using Beaver Dams to Restore Incised Stream Ecosystems  

• Beaver in California: Creating a Culture of Stewardship 

• Ecosystem experiment reveals benefits of natural and simulated beaver dams to a threatened 

population of steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss)  

• Beavers Improve Habitat | Mid-Columbia Fisheries Enhancement Group 

(midcolumbiafisheries.org) 

• Beaver and Climate Change Adaptation in North America: A Simple, Cost-Effective Strategy 

• Using remote sensing to assess the impact of beaver damming on riparian evapotranspiration in 

an arid landscape 

• Water Talk: Beaver Hydrology and Management (Emily Fairfax) 

• Partnering with Beaver: Nature’s Hydrologists and Ecosystem Engineers (USU, 2015) 

• The Beaver: Ecosystem Restoration Engineer (Learning Tree, 2021) 

ttps://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/mam.12220#:~:text=Services%20produced%20by%20beaver%20activity,%2C%20and%20non‐consumptive%20recreation
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/-%09https:/www.beefmagazine.com/sustainability/beaver-power-provides-year-long-water-idaho-ranch
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/hyp.14017
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/64/4/279/2754168
https://oaec.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Beaver-in-California-2.0.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep28581
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep28581
http://midcolumbiafisheries.org/restoration/beaver-restoration/
http://midcolumbiafisheries.org/restoration/beaver-restoration/
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/23341887/beavers-and-climate-change-adaptation-in-north-america
http://geode.colorado.edu/~small/docs/Fairfax_et_al-2018-Ecohydrology.pdf
http://geode.colorado.edu/~small/docs/Fairfax_et_al-2018-Ecohydrology.pdf
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/Beaver%20hydrology%20and%20management
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj69Ly6xaHxAhWEVN8KHf6MB6AQtwIwAHoECAUQAw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D2_cml_cXPmE&usg=AOvVaw3uUcLhu2sQbHAF0qz5VKQi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cxGNa8f3OEw
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Common Challenges Associated with Beaver-related Restoration  

Conflicts can arise from an overlap of preferred habitats by both humans and beavers, 

misunderstandings of how beavers modify their habitats, and a lack of planning or use of adaptive 

management on restoration projects.  Participants in the national dialogue identified the following 

common conflicts and some specific considerations: 

Lack of Awareness/Misunderstandings/Unfamiliarity with Practices 

• Lack of public and agency awareness of the importance of beavers to biodiversity, climate resilience 

and watershed health. 

• Perception that beaver are problematic and not useful. 

• Perception that beaver are not historically part of the region or watershed or that they are currently 

already there in sufficient numbers. 

• Cultural resistance to restoration work involving beaver. 

• Simple resistance to change because it is “new”. 

• Use of installed flow devices seen as “draining a wetland”. 

• A belief that rivers and streams ought to be simple static channels that perfectly balance water and 

sediment flow and that complex beaver systems are seen as unnatural or something that needs to 

be fixed. 

• Lack of understanding that beaver restoration requires hardwood trees (beaver do better in early 

and mid-successional forests, but focus is on old growth forests with bias towards growing large 

conifer trees within 200 feet of streams for in-stream fish 

structures). 

• Lack of understanding of what a “fully beavered landscape” 

looks like – belief that beaver will make flooding worse. 

• Beaver restoration does not create something that fits into 

some people’s concept of human design for the wetland. 

• Even Sierra Club, Trout Unlimited, state river organizations, 

Ducks Unlimited and others do not understand and 

appreciate the potential for beaver restoration. 

• Don’t understand the hydrology of watersheds and how 

restoring beaver-created wetlands can significantly reduce 

peak flows (50-60%). 

• Belief held by some state and federal agency biologists and 

permitters that beaver were not historically in a watershed. 

Issues with Other Birds and Wildlife 

• Concerns about whether beaver dams create fish passage barriers for anadromous fish populations. 

• Misinformation about the impacts of beaver on cold-water communities. 

• Damming of warm water sloughs can lead to freezing over so that wintering waterfowl habitat is 

reduced. 
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Beaver Management – Nuisance Species, Trapping Concerns and Conflicting Management Goals 

Nuisance Species 

• Beavers managed as a nuisance species and small game animal rather than as a keystone ecological 

partner. 

• Landowners not realizing that there are viable co-existence alternatives to removal for managing 

conflicts. 

• Game management agencies view beaver only as a nuisance.  California state wildlife laws, which 

consider beaver to be pests. Oregon has declared beavers to be nuisance rodents or furbearers – 

their official status is “predator.” Beavers on public land are legally considered pests in Oregon. 

Trapping Concerns 

• Concerns that protecting strategic colonies will take away trapping opportunities. 

• Having beavers trapped out – meaning that trapping removed the population of beaver. 

• Agencies unwilling to put trap closures in place. 

• Unlimited recreational and commercial harvest of beaver allowed even where beaver restoration 

projects are funded and allowed to support endangered salmon and other ecosystem services. 

Conflicting Management Goals 

• Beavers cause problems with roads when they plug culverts. 

• Resistance among grazing permittees not wanting swampy areas. 

• Some anglers unwilling to adapt their fishing practices to more complex habitat. 

• Trying to manage beaver restoration in the face of development. 

Logistical Issues 

• Complexities of getting beaver moved into potential restoration sites. 
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Legal/Water Rights 

• Misconception that beaver dams keep downstream users from getting their share of water. 

• Issues concerning water rights and water storage. 

• Concerns that healthy streams are bad for irrigators and canal companies. 

• Can use “temporary water rights” but they may not be available for purchase. 

• Belief by water rights holders and regulators that these natural habitats create water loss through 

evapotranspiration and/or undecreed storage, injuring people’s rights to use water. 

Access to Data for Decision Making 

• Difficult to get access to pre-treatment data since the locations of individual structures are often not 

known far in advance of the treatments. 

• Little understanding of local, regional or state beaver populations. 

• Beaver management is based on harvest numbers that are historically underreported. 

Lack of Resources to Support Beaver-related Restoration Work 

• Obtaining initial funding is difficult because of uncertain outcomes. 

• Competition with other grant applications with more clear-cut deliverables. 

• Lack of resources, particularly personnel, to initiate and implement projects. 

• Need for more “self-help” beaver restoration guides. 

Lower Priority of Beaver-related Restoration Projects Compared to Competing Projects 

• Does not rise to high enough priority to get approved. 

• Competing priorities make beaver-related restoration lower priority. 

Lack of Trained Professionals to Conduct Beaver-related Restoration Projects 

• A lack of trained beaver professionals to refer U.S. and Canadian landowners to. 

• Need more on the ground training opportunities for building BDAs and flow devices. 

Permitting Issues 

• Variation in permitting practices from state to state. 

• In some cases, it has taken more time to get permission to do restoration than it has to plan and 

implement it – need for more knowledgeable regulators. 

Administrative Barriers 

• Bureaucratic barriers to proven and innovative beaver management tool 

• Lack of understanding by federal and state agency Administrators about the value of beavers 

• Lack of timely communication when beavers are a nuisance, leading to emergency responses, rather 

than planned interventions that find ways to manage, rather than remove beaver. 

Mitigation Crediting 

• Mitigation sites that are being restored are penalized (lose credits) by Corps District if beavers move 

in and alter constructed features of a wetland, even if they create significant ecological lift onsite.  
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Photo Credit: Wikimedia Commons NRCS Oregon 

Training and Guidance on Beaver-related Restoration Techniques 

Participants in the national dialogue shared that a growing literature exists to support professionals and 

researchers exploring the effectiveness of beaver-related restoration activities.  They reported that 

training is needed at many levels, including federal, tribal, state, regional/watershed, and local 

(municipal) government, as well as with landowners and in academia (high school and college). 

Participants also commented that training needs to be targeted to groups such as decision makers, 

volunteers, watershed groups etc., and recommended the following training resources for beaver-

related restoration planners and practitioners: 

Restoration Handbooks and Guides 

• The Beaver Restoration Guidebook (Version 2.01) 

• Low-Tech Process-Based Restoration of Riverscapes: Design Manual 

• The Low-Tech Process Based Restoration of Riverscapes Pocket Guide  

Beaver-related Restoration Training, Webinars and Online Modules 

• Introductory PBR Workshop Modules   

• Beaver Institute: Beaver Training for Wetland Professionals 

• Beaver Dam Flow Device Training Video 

• BeaverCorps Professional Training Program  

Beaver-related Restoration Literature Compilations 

• Beaver Literature (joewheaton.org) – More than 500 literature citations for beaver restoration-

related documents (unsorted) compiled by Joe Wheaten (Utah State University) 

• Beaver Articles Webpage (Beavers Wetlands and Wildlife) 

• An Annotated Bibliography of Beaver Literature (Oregon DFWS Beaver Working Group) 

• Beaver Institute Research Library 

https://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/Documents/2018BRGv.2.01.pdf
https://lowtechpbr.restoration.usu.edu/manual/
https://lowtechpbr.restoration.usu.edu/resources/pocket
http://lowtechpbr.restoration.usu.edu/resources/Topics/
https://www.beaverinstitute.org/programs/beavercorps-program/overview/
https://apnm.org/what-we-do/promoting-coexistence-with-wildlife/beavers-belong/beaver-dam-flow-device-training-video/
https://www.beaverinstitute.org/education/get-training/
http://beaver.joewheaton.org/beaver-literature.html
https://www.beaversww.org/articles-2/
https://www.dfw.state.or.us/conservationstrategy/docs/beaver_bibliography.pdf
https://www.beaverinstitute.org/research/library/
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Photo Credit: Wikimedia Commons Finchlake2000  

Examples of Beaver-related Restoration 

In addition to learning proper techniques and in-the-field experience, peer-to-peer sharing of 

restoration successes and lessons learned can be effective learning tools.  National Dialogue participants 

identify the following examples of beaver-related restoration work as useful for others seeking to 

understand the methods and impacts of this work: 

• Methow Beaver Project (WA) 

• Birch Creek Restoration (ID) 

• Burnt Beaver Watershed Restoration (UT) 

• Hydrological Impact of Beaver Habitat Restoration in the Milwaukee River Watershed (WI) 

• Using Beaver Dam Analogues for Fish and Wildlife Recovery on Public and Private Rangelands in 

Eastern Oregon (OR) 

• Experimenting with Beaver Dam Analogues in the Scott River Basin, California (CA)  

• Low-teach Riverscape Restoration Practices Improve Riparian Wetland Health (Northern Great 

Plains) 

• Going with the Flow: Beaver-focused Stream Restoration on Western Rangelands (Western US) 

• Beavers in the Desert? The Potential for Translocated Beavers to Serve as Restoration Tools in 

Desert Rivers (UT)  

• If You Build It, They Will Come: Ranching, Riparian Revegetation, and Beaver Colonization in Elko 

County, Nevada (NV)  

• Smokey the Beaver: Beaver‐dammed Riparian Corridors Stay Green during Wildfire throughout 

the Western United States (Western US) 

• Advancing Efforts to Restore Beavers for the Benefit of Montana Watersheds 2020 Strategy 

Meeting Report and Action Plan (MT) 

• Eager: The Surprising, Secret Life of Beavers and Why They Matter (National/Historic)  

file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Documents/Beaver/from%20Finch%20Lake%20Campground,%20(a%20small%20drinking%20village,%20with%20a%20Big%20Fishing%20Problem),%20Louisiana,%20USA,%20CC%20BY%202.0%20%3chttps:/creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0%3e,%20via%20Wikimedia%20Commons
https://methowbeaverproject.org/
https://youtu.be/uNFG4uCMw1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BX-an-xstcQ
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/-%09https:/www.beaverinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Beaver-Hydrology-impact-in-Milwaukee-final-1.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_rp612.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_rp612.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/publications/beavers-landowners-and-watershed-restoration-experimenting-beaver-dam-analogues-scott
https://www.blm.gov/blog/2021-02-25/low-tech-riverscape-restoration-practices-improve-riparian-wetland-health
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/a3aba834f59e4a628166ae00500e95a1
https://wildlifemanagement.institute/outdoor-news-bulletin/october-2020/beavers-desert-potential-translocated-beavers-serve-restoration
https://wildlifemanagement.institute/outdoor-news-bulletin/october-2020/beavers-desert-potential-translocated-beavers-serve-restoration
https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_rp614.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_rp614.pdf
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/-%09https:/esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/eap.2225
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/-%09https:/esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/eap.2225
https://www.nwf.org/-/media/PDFs/Regional/Northern-Rockies/Beaver_Report_2020.ashx
https://www.nwf.org/-/media/PDFs/Regional/Northern-Rockies/Beaver_Report_2020.ashx
https://www.amazon.com/Eager-Surprising-Secret-Beavers-Matter/dp/160358739X
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Modeling and Determining Placement for Beaver-related Restoration 

One of the greatest challenges facing beaver-related restoration planners is where to place these 

projects.  Understanding the suitability of habitat, potential conflicts with humans and infrastructure all 

play a key role in project success.  Participants share the following as a list of useful modeling and 

placement resources for planners and practitioners: 

• Beaver Restoration Assessment Tool (BRAT) – Utah State University 

• BRAT Storymaps 

• Utah Riparian Condition Assessment Toolbox  

• Beaver Restoration Feasibility Assessment for the North Fork Kern River Drainage 

• Beaver Restoration Feasibility Assessment for Olema Creek Watershed 

• Defenders of Wildlife New Mexico Beaver Habitat Suitability Model  

• Modeling intrinsic potential for beaver (Castor canadensis) habitat to inform restoration and 

climate change adaptation  

• A Stream Evolution Model: Integrating Habitat and Ecosystem Benefits 

Planning and Permitting Low-tech, Process-based Restoration Projects 

One of the key lessons learned shared by participants was the importance of time and resources 

invested in planning and ensuring permitting is effectively in place for beaver-related restoration 

projects.  Participants identified the following resources as useful to informing the planning and 

permitting elements of projects.  Beaver protections and reclassification are still needed in many states 

but can meet resistance. 

• Considerations Checklist for Using Low-Tech Structures to Enhance or Restore Riparian and Wet 

Meadow Habitats 

• A Stream Evolution Model: Integrating Habitat and Ecosystem Benefits 

• Permitting Your Stream Restoration Projects in Utah – Webinar Series for Project Managers 

• NRCS Restoration of Rare or Declining Natural Communities: Beaver Dam Analogues for Riparian 

and Wet Meadow Areas (Conservation Practice 643) 

• Great Expectations: Deconstructing the Process Pathways Underlying Beaver-Related 

Restoration  

• Beaver Recruitment Strategy for Tasmam Koyom 

  

http://brat.riverscapes.xyz/
http://brat.riverscapes.xyz/storymaps.html
http://rcat.riverscapes.xyz/
https://oaec.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/NF-Kern-River-Beaver-Restoration-Feasibility-Assessment-Final-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://oaec.org/beaver-restoration-feasibility-a-webinar-for-olema/
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/-%09https:/www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html%3fid=d77ed2b5d1754cc58ef8b660087dd969&extent=-12622333.3839,3728743.8311,-11056903.0446,4474769.2272,102100
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/-%09https:/journals.plos.org/plosone/article%3fid=10.1371/journal.pone.0192538
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/-%09https:/journals.plos.org/plosone/article%3fid=10.1371/journal.pone.0192538
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/northcoast/water_issues/programs/agricultural_lands/pdf/130520/Cluer_and_Thorne_2013_A_Stream_Evolution_Model_Integrating_Habitat_Ecosystem_Benefits.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/etalweb.joewheaton.org/Workshops/CheapCheerful/2018/NRCS/NRCS+Guidelines/NRCS+Low+Tech+Structures+Considerations+Checklist_9-2016_EXAMPLE.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/etalweb.joewheaton.org/Workshops/CheapCheerful/2018/NRCS/NRCS+Guidelines/NRCS+Low+Tech+Structures+Considerations+Checklist_9-2016_EXAMPLE.pdf
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/northcoast/water_issues/programs/agricultural_lands/pdf/130520/Cluer_and_Thorne_2013_A_Stream_Evolution_Model_Integrating_Habitat_Ecosystem_Benefits.pdf
file:///C:/Users/bzollitsch/Desktop/Beaver%20Project/-%09https:/youtu.be/CrwxIBk6DmU%3flist=PL0Ts94Xhii54MJTLYGmFVomkYDha7qqFu
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/etalweb.joewheaton.org/Workshops/CheapCheerful/2018/NRCS/NRCS+Guidelines/643_BDA+spec+template_3-17-17_EXAMPLE.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/etalweb.joewheaton.org/Workshops/CheapCheerful/2018/NRCS/NRCS+Guidelines/643_BDA+spec+template_3-17-17_EXAMPLE.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/71/3/249/6104136
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/71/3/249/6104136
https://oaec.org/publications/beaver-recruitment-strategy-for-tasmam-koyom/
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Lessons Learned 

Throughout the national dialogue process, ASWM captured lessons learned that were shared by 

participants.  Many of these lessons learned are included in the prior report sections.  The insights listed 

below are beyond the scope of those other sections: 

Site Work 

• Do not release beaver into a watershed or waterway where they are not welcome.  If you don’t 

know, find out ahead of time. 

• Focus on restoring beaver food along low gradient streams and areas where risks to roads are 

manageable. 

• Don’t assume that one dam means that there is a sustainable beaver population. 

• Pursue options that will allow restoration professionals to keep beaver where they are by 

constructing mitigation structures, if possible. 

• Don’t assume your project will not have relocated beaver trapped – get administrative 

protections prior to your project start. 

• Where beaver can occur naturally across the state, folks can augment habitat for them and they 

can move when populations are good (especially areas away from urbanization). 

• By focusing on headwater streams and by carefully documenting the pre-disturbance condition 

(to assure folks we are restoring wetland that has been lost and not creating it) we have been 

able to get a lot of restoration done with little conflict. 

Measuring Impact 

• Carefully document the pre-disturbance condition to assure folks that the focus is on restoring a 

wetland that has been lost and not creating one where it was not before. 

• Focus on increases in riparian health (in addition to or instead of hard to measure stream flow 

changes). 

• Focus on Clean Water Act requirements around water quality (temperature, nutrients) and 

water quantity (timing) – in addition to agricultural watershed improvement actions. 

• Keep a six-year/long-term record of the project (if the project is gone after one season, it is not a 

success). 

Communications and Messaging 

• Make sure to share BOTH the upsides (riparian health, streamflow, etc.) and the downsides 

(economic loss – maintaining road systems, etc.) of working with beaver. 

• Bring irrigators and canal companies into the conversation around watershed health. 

• Environmental organizations are not seen by some landowners or decision makers as trusted 

sources  

• Communicate that protecting beaver in one location is kind of like keeping some seed to plant 

the following year – the young will disperse in 2 years, providing more beaver for recreational 

trapping in the area 

• There may be some opportunities through the following finding programs, including USDA RCPP 

Funding and FEMA hazard mitigation programs seeking nature-based solutions. 
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Appendix A:  

National Dialogue on Beaver Restoration GoogleForm Content 
 

TOPIC: BEAVER RESTORATION BARRIES, OPPORUTNITIES, RESOURCES, AND NEEDS 

The Association of State Wetland Managers (ASWM) and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) are 

seeking to gather information from beaver restoration professionals on experiences, questions, and 

needs encountered while undertaking beaver restoration projects. ASWM aims to facilitate peer to peer 

sharing around beaver restoration approaches that have and have not worked for you and others. 

Please share with us your experiences with beaver restoration-related barriers and opportunities as well 

as your ideas, questions, and suggestions for ways to improve beaver restoration processes and 

outcomes in this community of practice. Participation in this information gathering effort is entirely 

voluntary. 

All responses will be de-identified prior to sharing beyond ASWM internal staff members. Information 

gathered will be used by ASWM and BLM to identify successful strategies, areas of common need, and 

beneficial resources to support future planning and restoration activities.  

Questions about this form or your submission should be addressed to William Dooley ASWM Policy 

Analyst at (207) 892-3399 or william@aswm.org. 

Collect participant’s Contact Info 

• Name 

• Title 

• Organization/Agency 

• Address 

• Telephone 

• Email 

Please identify your role working on beaver-related restoration projects. 

• Project Manager 

• Technical Guidance 

• Funder 

• Landowner 

• Permit Reviewer 

• Other (please specify) 

Share challenges/barriers you have faced in trying to work on beaver-related restoration activities 

 

 

  

mailto:william@aswm.org
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Identify successes or opportunities you see around beaver-related restoration activities that would be 

useful to your colleagues who are about to undertake beaver restorations. 

 

 

Share communication strategies, tools or resources that have been helpful or not helpful during beaver 

restoration activity.  

 

 

Identify beaver restoration-related technical support that would be (or has been) useful to you and 

others 

 

 

Identify training needs you or your beaver restoration colleagues have. For example, communicating 

with private stakeholders, fostering partnerships, overcoming policy barriers, permitting, project 

planning, science of beaver restoration, deciding when and how to use beaver restoration. 

 

 

Share any examples of beaver-related restoration work that you think could be useful to others working 

on beaver restoration projects (please include link and/or contact information if available) 

 
 
 

 

Share any websites, handbooks, guides or other resources that you think could be useful to others 

working on beaver restoration projects (please include link and/or reference information if available) 

 
 
 

 

In the below space, please share any other information you would like to include that is useful to helping 

improve or increase beaver-related restoration work across the country 

 

 

 


